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Portfolio Project/Activity Highlights 2019/2020
2020 has been one trial after another, and I know that without this community it would have been a lot harder.
I want to start with my sincere thank you to everyone for supporting each other and banding together.
What would have been our normal beginning of the year State Conference was, of course, the postponed
National Conference 2020VISION. Two years of work has already gone into this event and I know that when it
occurs next year it will be something to celebrate.
Our publications and Nuts and Bolts PD were about to continue and provide support to teachers across
Queensland in a time of turbulence and uncertainty.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The PD team, led by Emma Funnell, were able to deliver support to teachers in August this year. A massive
thank you to all of the participants, DQ committee and presenters, including the QCAA. Of course, work
continues on 2020VISION with team meetings, venue arrangements, Drama Australia meetings and COVID
guidelines to arrange.
The conference will include live streaming in La Boite’s theatre all day, in person live sessions for those who
attend and all other presentations will be pre-recorded for delegates who attend online to choose from over
the course of the conference to curate their own program. We are excited about providing these options for
local, national and international community members.
I would like to acknowledge the awarding of the Drama Australia President’s award to professor Judith McLean.
Judith has had an impact both nationally and internationally and on me personally. Congratulations to Judith
and we look forward to presenting this in person at the conference next year.
Drama Queensland committee members have spoken about starting a podcast for at laast two years. This is
one of the best things to come out of COVID for DQ. We were finally able to get this project off the ground and
the response from our community has been very positive. We are excited to see where this will head in 2021
and beyond. My advice on this is to make it a sustainable project and not to exhaust the resources of the
committee.
Thanks to Emma and her team of Matthew Kopelke and Laura Bonner for doing such wonderful work. An
additional thanks to both Katrina Torenbeek and Alaana Sheppard for their ongoing work in supporting our
committee.
CURRICULUM
This year has seen teachers adapt to not only the New QCE in year 12 for the first time, but also to online
learning. Sometimes overnight. My sincere thanks and well done to all teachers, teacher aides and other

support teams for making this happen. An additional thanks to our industry partners and local artists for
working with teachers to support ongoing learning in Drama.
When we were informed we would be moving online, our committee provided me with resources they were
aware of and I collated into ‘DQ Curates’, a broad range of digital resources we sent out to members to use for
the turbulent time which was 2020.
NATIONAL CURRICULUM: PRIMARY DRAMA
DQ committee members Jenny Boyne and Joan Cassidy have worked with our primary teachers this year and
continue to develop ways of providing quality resources and support. We look forward to continuing and
developing this work next year, in particular with some PD options.
NEW QCE
Drama Queensland committee members have been involved in all phases of the development and implantation
of the New QCE. Reviews of all syllabuses are being collected next year and those requiring edits or changes will
begin to go through are view process. We are in the process of shaping a survey which will go to members
asking for specific and general feedback on the Senior Drama syllabus to provide a response on behalf of DQ. I
encourage members to also provide individual responses.
ADVOCACY
Drama Queensland continues advocacy across a range of forums. This includes passing on information from the
National Advocates for Arts Education (NAAE), working with the Queensland Advocates for Arts Education
(QAAE), providing feedback on the National and Senior Queensland curriculums and advocating for Drama
Education to ministers and shadow ministers. I would like to acknowledge the support from Drama Australia,
especially Mary Mooney and John Nicholas Saunders, in the area.
Advocacy for Arts Education will always be an ongoing focus and I want to thank all those who support and
contribute to this important work.
I would also like to mention the significant and concerning news regarding changes in the tertiary sector. The
firing and redundancy of Arts leaders at universities and the removal of some university courses at some
locations, as well as the federal Governments changes to fee support are a threat to The Arts and this is
something I would encourage the incoming President to continue to focus on and provide support and a voice
where possible.
SOCIAL EVENTS
DQ Social is an initiative I began a few years ago and we slowly increased the size and regularity of the events
until COVID19 through as obstacles to hosting person events. However, the committee moved to online
meetings and event hosted a ‘support local’ dinner in the height of the Queensland lockdown over the Easter
break, but having a social dinner via zoom meetings and eating from local restaurants to support their business.
When gatherings were allowed, we also went for breakfast together. It is these events that bring us together
not just as volunteers of an association, but as friends. I would love for this to be an ongoing priority for our
association. I believe in relationships and working together. If people feel connected to the association then we
are more likely to have strong leaders on the committee and a strong future for DQ.
INDUSTRY PARTNERS
Drama Queensland would like to acknowledge and thank our Gold Industry Partners this year – Queensland
Theatre and our conference gold sponsors La Boite and QUT, as well as our Silver Industry Partner Shock
Therapy Productions. Drama Queensland would also like to thank and acknowledge our long standing industry
partners, who through impact of COVID-19 could not operate as usual and many had to close. However, in 2020

we have watched these companies innovate and work tirelessly for our community of Drama educators, as
such we look forward to continuing our partnership with Macrosphere, Behind The Scenes, Shake & Stir, APAC,
QUT Gardens Point, Playlab, HOTA, Digital Theatre Plus, Flipside Circus, Homonculus and Brisbane Powerhouse.
We are excited to work with these organisations and businesses. The association values the contributions from
our Industry Partners and the access it allows our members. This year, more than many others, we have been
proud to support our partners in what has been a difficult time for all, but especially the Arts industry and small
and independent artists.
SPECIAL PROJECTS
Drama Queensland did a mini and online launch of our special book project, Dramatic Encounters. Thank you to
Madonna Stinson for having the idea to share the stories of exceptional drama practices in classrooms from
across our state and for editing this book. Thanks also to Joan Cassidy for her support of Madonna and the
book being finalised over the last two years. Congratulations to all authors and contributors, including those
who proof read!
DRAMA AUSTRALIA
The Drama Archives Project will be included as part of 2020VISION in the 2021 National Conference. We are
also looking at including some of the oral histories in our podcast, DQ Chats in future.
Congratulations to Susan Davis who has been re-elected to the role of Director of Publications.
Our Queensland members do an amazing job of advocating for Drama at a national level and the Drama
Australia Board have also been very helpful this past year in helping write advocacy letters when our
committee has been swamped with work. Thank you to Mary Mooney and John Nicholas Saunders, in
particular.
Thank you to Stephanie Tudor for her work in the Drama Australia Liaison Officer role this year.
PUBLICATIONS
The Publications team have done a great job this year with Scott Andrews in his first year as VP Publications.
DQ News, Musesheet and Journal continue to provide members with information about new plays,
performances, activities, resources and other inspiration, as well as articles from classroom teachers and
researchers. The website is a work in progress and we look forward to making this work more effectively for
our committee and the members of DQ.
Thank you to the whole community for contributing and thank you to our Publications team Scott Andrews,
Matthew Kopelke, Katrina Holmes, Tavia Seymour, Gabby Lee, Laura Bonner and our co-opted members of Kim
Rann and Katrina Hasthorpe.
MEMBERSHIP and PLANNING
Vice President of Finance and Planning, Sarah Cox, has led the Memberships team by reaching out to
universities, primary and regional teachers and managing the Drama Queensland finances. The Membership’’s
team are also responsible for the Life Member award and the Excellence in Drama Teaching Award, recognizing
outstanding practice of one of our members. Facebook continues to attract followers and allow us to engage
with our regional, rural and remote members, including international. With over 3000 ‘likes’ and more than
3200 followers on Facebook we are reaching a wide variety of people and this continues to grow each year,
strengthening our association. Through providing free membership to one graduating student from tertiary
institutions, we are committed to engaging with the newest members of our community and strengthening ties
with institutions. Katrina Holmes is a committee member in both Publications and Memberships and a final

year Masters of Education student, finishing this year to become a 1st year teacher in 2021. Having her share
her perspective has been invaluable and I encourage future committees to include a pre-service teacher if
possible to maintain this important voice. We continue to have a regional member on the committee to ensure
that our diverse members are represented and their voices are heard throughout the year so we can meet the
needs of all DQ members.
Our current committee has males, females, a pre-service teacher, and teachers across all three schooling
sectors, covering all-boys, all-girls, co-ed private and co-ed state classrooms. They also cover primary,
secondary and tertiary contexts. This diversity is key and should be maintained where possible to ensure every
member of our incredible association is considered in our decision-making processes.
In 2021, the proposal for the committee is to have portfolios which fall under the Vice President roles. These
include: Editors for DQ News, Musesheet and Journal, PD committee members, Membership, Special Projects,
Archive and Website. One or more of these portfolios may belong to one person depending on need and
experience. This is at the discretion of the incoming President and in consultation with Executive Committee.
We worked with a deficit budget this year, but due to the year that 2020 was, we are reporting a NIL loss for
2020. We are also reporting a surplus of income, however this is due to the postponement of the National
Conference. This will be explored further in both our Business Manager’s and VP Planning reports.
Thank you to the entire Membership portfolio including Sarah Cox, Sam Neill and Katrina Holmes for their
wonderful work this year.
COMMITTEE
The 2020 committee has been an excellent group to work with.
I would like to acknowledge the work of the entire committee: Stephanie Tudor, Emma Funnell, Sarah Cox,
Scott Andrews, Joan Cassidy, Sam Neill, Gabby Lee, Laura Bonner, Matthew Kopelke, Katrina Holmes, Tavia
Seymore, Jenny Boyne, Katrina Hasthorpe and Kim Rann. Lastly, to our incredible, warm and knowledgeable
Business Manager, Alaana Sheppard, thank you for all that you do.
Planning and Forthcoming Portfolio Project/Activities for 2020/2021
In 2021 we commit to the supporting the survey of review for the New QCE, National Curriculum Review,
continue assisting members with PD, and keep developing our work in publications, social media, our new
podcasts and the website. Our hosting of the national conference will highlight the extraordinary talents
and skills of educators here in Queensland and provide the opportunity for all associations to come
together. We will be launching, in person, our Dramatic Encounters book at the conference. We will also
focus on digitising the archives and use of our new website. Drama Queensland will continue to advocate
with the QAAE and keep working with the QCAA and other stakeholders.
Recommendations for in-coming committee
 Continue ‘induction day’ in January where we go over all portfolios and trees of care.
 Continue to use the ‘DQ cheat sheet’ with information about committee meetings, management system
and other key information about the running of the association.
 Continue the DQ Social Calendar and share out to all members.
 Finalise new website and launch.
 Continue supporting the ‘Communities of Practice’ across the state by encouraging members to attend
meetings organised throughout the state.
 Strengthen the existing ties with primary teachers, including how to work with generalist teachers in the
position of teaching the Arts. Focus on PD opportunities.








Work with QAAE, QCAA, DET and other stakeholders in the implementation and reviews of the senior
system and National Curriculum: The Arts. This includes the review run by QCAA for National Curriculum for
which Life Member Adrianne Jones is representing Drama Queensland.
Provide current advice and information through egroup and social media platforms.
Move from Yahoo groups to a different platform.
Develop and find a sustainable way of producing DQ Chats, our new podcast channel.
Proof and edit all DQ publications thoroughly to maintain a high level of quality and professionalism in all of
our communications and publications.
Ensure publications are released in a timely manner and communication with Business manager, President,
Vice President and Industry partners is clear and early.

On a final, and personal, note – I am not renominating for the position of President in 2021. I would like to
acknowledge the work, support and friendship of all the Drama Queensland Committee members and Life
Members over the past 5 years while I have fulfilled this incredible role. It has been an absolute privilege and
pleasure to represent this exceptional association and I look forward to continuing on committee in 2021 in a
different capacity. If I didn’t step away now I fear I might be in this role forever. It has been a true joy and has
given me so much, both professionally and personally. DQ is an association of people and I have developed
some of the best friendships of my life over the past 5 years as President and the 4 years before that on
committee. You can’t get rid of me just yet as I help with a handover to ensure the strong position of the
committee continues. Thank you Life Members for your friendship, support and guidance, I don’t think you
have understood quite how much of a fan girl I am of yours! Thank you 2020 committee for being so resilient
and lovely in a tough year. Thank you to my VPs of the past 5 years, you are my friends and pillars of strength
when things get busy. Alaana, words will never express my gratitude for not just your advice and knowledge,
but your friendship.
Finally, thank you to all members of Drama Queensland, past and present, for the energy and passion with
which you approach your role as teacher. I have said before and I will say again, we are teachers of people, not
of a subject. Our subject just allows us to develop the humans in front of us with skills to tackle the world in an
intelligent and empathetic way, to the betterment of society. That is why, I believe Drama is the best subject
and we are the wonderful association that we are.
I move that my President’s report for the Annual General Meeting be accepted.

PORTFOLIO Vice President (Planning/Finance)
NAME/S Sarah Cox
Portfolio Project/Activity Highlights 2019/2020
2020 has been an interesting year – one that was not planned for.
The Vice President Planning/Finance role continues to oversee the budget and business transactions of the
organisation, and works closely with the Business Manager. The Vice President Planning also oversees the
Portfolio of Membership.
Membership
Drama Queensland is a not-for-profit organisation whose core business is to advocate for Drama educators and
provide professional learning opportunities. Therefore, our membership is an important portfolio.

Drama Queensland was able to report to Drama Australia a membership figure of 286 in June earlier this year.
However, on a side note- in the financial year we did have 340 memberships purchased overall. This can be
attributed to our membership drive, National Conference and Senior Assessment change.
We have noticed that we had an increase of corporate memberships this year. Whilst we developed our
School’s Professional Teacher membership as a more attractive option for schools, there was renewed interest
in schools taking up our corporate membership – nevertheless, it is good to see schools supporting their drama
teachers in providing access to our wonderful DQ network and community.
Our membership officers Sam and Katrina are to be particularly thanked for their work within the membership
portfolio – Sam has worked effortlessly to remain connected with our regional members and is wonderful
advocate for our DQ members outside the metropolitan areas. Katrina has been an excellent addition to our
membership team, providing a link to our universities and the preservice incoming community of Drama
teachers!
Due to the postponement of our National Conference The Robin Thomas Bursary and our Regional Grants were
not awarded in 2020.
Audit
Drama Queensland finds itself in a strong financial position, with our funds going towards supporting our
members and providing services for the Drama Queensland community. At the close of the year, we can report
cash in the bank equalling $130,373.07 as at 30th September 2020.
The audited Statement of Accounts records a profit of $69,414.62 which is a variance to our 2018/2019
working budget, however this will be explained throughout this report and in the Business Manager’s report.
A full overview of the Audited Statement of Accounts can be read in the Business Manager’s 2020 AGM report.
Planning and Forthcoming Portfolio Project/Activities for 2020/2021
Working Budget
Presented is the proposed working budget for 2020/2021. Our budget for the current financial year is based on
the priorities we always set for Drama Queensland and our budgets, however this year’s working budget is a
little different to usual due to the uncommon year that 2020 was.
The biggest impact to our working budget is the postponement of the National Conference. Moving into the
new year, we have found ourselves in a position where funds for what will be Vision 2021 have already been
raised and thus our working budget will show this conference expenditure coming out, with only a small
expected conference income accumulating.
Taking all of this into consideration I will reiterate that, as always we do budget conservatively and aim to
maintain a tight and strategic spending structure with our funds aimed at creating opportunities and providing
benefits to our members. We are sitting at a nil loss for 2020, however ‘on paper’, we will run at a working loss
with a deficit of $72, 517.49. However, with Drama Queensland’s cash balance sitting at over $130,000, we
present this deficit with the knowledge that we have sufficient funds to cover this projected deficit and provide
our members with the fantastic National Conference they have been waiting for.
Membership

This year’s working budget maintains our same membership prices and we continue to offer our School’s
Professional Teacher Membership option which was introduced last year.
Last year we budgeted for an anticipated slight increase with our Membership income, which with our
membership drive and the lead up to Vision 2020, we did achieve, we have maintained this anticipated
membership income. With our National Conference occurring in April and the revamp of our website this year,
we anticipate our strong membership numbers to continue.
We continue to support our beginning and regional members in our budget by maintaining the Robin Thomas
Bursary, which is sponsored by our Life Members, and our Regional Grant allowing members to attend the
2021 postponed National Conference: Vision.
In 2021, DQ intends to maintain our relationship with Industry Partners offering different levels of partnership;
Gold, Silver, Bronze, as well as an E-Advertising package and casual advertising. We understand that the effects
of 2020 will have some flow on effect into 2021, so whilst our budget reflects a smaller number of Industry
Partners than in previous years, we hope that our different level of partnerships will foster and maintain
connections between industry and schools.
Professional Development
As mentioned, we will be looking to host the National Conference, Vision, in 2021, postponed from 2020.
Occurring in April, planning is again underway and as I mentioned, income for this event has already been
collected and is awaiting to be paid out to our conference suppliers.
The conference budget presented reflects planning for 2021, as such there are a few more expenditure items
that were not anticipated when planning the National Conference for 2020, such as additional cleaning costs
and hygiene measures due to COVID-19, and costs to cover our conference manager, Katrina Torenbeek, as
much of Kat’s dedicated work in 2020 is not transferable to next year. Whist this is an additional cost, the
health and safety of our members is vital and one could argue that the work Kat does for our State and
National conferences is priceless, so it is a cost DQ is prepared to accommodate.
A massive thank you for all the avocation, effort and tireless work from Dana Holden, Emma Funnell, Katrina
Torenbeek, Alaana Sheppard and the support from Drama Australia, in ensuring that DQ’s National Conference,
Vision, does get to take the stage in 2021.
This year our Nuts and Bolts event was free to members. Being 2020, DQ understands that many schools put
restrictions on budgets and in what was an interesting PD landscape, we were able to support both our
regional and metro members through live streaming of this event. Whilst we will continue to look at how we
can further support members through live streaming options, we have budgeted Nuts and Bolts for 2021 at a
cost of $60 per person. I know catering and coffee was really missing for those who attended in person this
year, and we would like to very much thank Matthew Kopelke and Canterbury Collage for providing our Nuts
and Bolts venue and use of both equipment and technology in hosting this event for our members.
Whilst we could not facilitate a Regional Round Up this year, it is always on our agenda and thus has again been
budgeted for in this financial year. The budget allows for an attendance price of $50 per head with a number of
20 attendees which will allow presenters to be flown to a regional centre.

We have in previous years hosted all of these PD events and are confident that we have planned and budgeted
appropriately. However, as always we will continue to examine the cost, landscape and participation from our
members when planning professional development in the future.
Projects/Resources
2020 saw the publishing of our book project, proposed by Dr Madonna Stinson. Dramatic Encounters is
available for purchase on our DQ website now, just $35.50. Congratulations to Madonna and all those who
contributed to this wonderful text, DQ is very proud to have had the opportunity to be involved.
As mentioned in my 2019 AGM report, our Print and DVD resources are dwindling in stock and sales, and whilst
some of these will not be re-produced due to the changing landscape of our Senior Drama Curriculum, we are
excited to announce the reimagining of Boy Girl Wall in 2021 as a resource for our community. We are
currently looking at what this reimagining will exactly look like, but it is a product we hope to have available
soon for our members and feel we have budgeted appropriately to achieve this. The cost of this resource for
members will focus mostly on regaining the cost of production whilst sharing the income with our creative
collaborators.
With our remaining DQ store stock, we will continue to pay out to our collaborators as sales are made and
continue to look to develop further resources that will support our members as we continue to engage with our
new QCE curriculum.
Technology
This year we launched our updated website. On behalf of the DQ community, I would like to thank Matthew
Kopelke for overseeing this. Your knowledge, experience and dedication has allowed this to be achieved. The
website provides members with exclusive access to conference material, units and resources and is a fantastic
avenue to support and connect with our members. The website also provides access to our online shop where
resources and memberships are processed. We hope that the needed update has allowed this resource to be
much more user friendly and provided much needed support in this tiresome year – I know my own use of the
website increased this year!
We have budgeted to continue to increase the efficiency of our technology. We now have podcasts available
for our members, however we are also excited about the possibilities of our website having the capability to
house audio and video content from our PD events, as well as continuing to offer live streaming access to
possible events.
Publications
As always our publications remain an important resource for our members and this continues to be a significant
focus for our priorities in the 2020/2021 budget with the committee aiming to provide a cost-effective and
professional series of publications for our members.
This publishing of the Journal for 2020 actually falls within this incoming working budget, as it has occurred
later than scheduled this year, as with most things planned for 2020. Also included is the cost of our 2021
Journal, so our journal costs do look higher than usual. Our working budget also continues to provide our
members with access to Musesheet and DQ news through Joomag and Mailchimp. Thank you to our
communications teams for ensuring such professional reading and access for our members.

And as usual, a massive thank you to ever wonderful and amazing Business Manager, Alaana Sheppard, and
Katrina Torenbeek for their work on our annual budget and conference budget, respectively. Their work and
constant support for the association throughout the year is immeasurable. Thank you to Dana Holden, the
Executive team and our dedicated and enthusiastic committee members who make up the excellent DQ team.
Recommendations for in-coming committee
 Ensure that membership continues to grow and is supported by providing members with engaging and
worthwhile services, including the DQ Website.
 Continue to examine each professional development opportunity to ensure that PD is cost neutral or makes
slight profit.
 Continue to strengthen relationships with primary Drama educators through networking sessions,
conference workshop options and quality resources.
 Continue to connect with tertiary bodies, looking for opportunities to support students’ practicum
experiences and beyond.
 Look to partnering with a regional touring presenter to develop Regional Round Up PD opportunities in
2021.
 Continue to support the redevelopment of the DQ Website to ensure effective user features and access
abilities.
 Ensure publications are delivered to a high standard and are correct length to assist with postage costs.
 In terms of budget, maintain a tight and strategic spending structure.
MOTION 2:
The Drama Queensland membership adopts the proposed 2020/2021 working budget for the financial year
period.
On a personal note, I am stepping down from my role on DQ committee and will continue next year as a co-op
member to support our wonderful committee in 2021. The past four years on committee, with three of those
as VP Planning have been fantastic. I have appreciated the opportunity to work with and advocate for our
Queensland Drama education community and have so enjoyed my time with our current and previous
committee members. I congratulate Drama Queensland on being such a quality support, resource and voice for
our members and I know this will continue in the years to come.
I particularly would like to give my thanks to our executive team, Dana, Alaana, Steph, Emma and Scott. It has
been a pleasure to work with you! A special mention though, must go to Dana! You have been ‘powerhouse’
president and friend – thank you for getting me on committee and leading our DQ tribe for the past 5 years –
your wealth of knowledge and dedication is always inspiring. And a very big special mention and thank you to
Alaana – everyone who has been on committee knows what an integral role you play in ensuring that our DQ
committee can do what they need to do to be there for our community – without you, I know I would not have
navigated my role – your support, guidance and friendship is immense and beautiful – thank you.
I move that my report be accepted.

PORTFOLIO BUSINESS MANAGER
NAME/S ALAANA SHEPPARD
Portfolio Project/Activity Highlights 2019/2020
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION OFFICE AND COMMUNICATIONS

Current Details:
 Email: admin@dramaqueensland.org.au
 Postal address: PO Box 215 Paddington, Q 4064.
Drama Queensland operates a virtual office, with the major communication channel being
email.
Face to face communication with the Business Manager occurs at professional
development events and management committee meetings only. For this reason, email is
the preferred method of communication with the Business Manager.
Due to fraud protection laws Drama Queensland has to provide an address that is not a
PO Box when managing a merchant facility and online shopping program. As such the
Business Manager’s address is listed as the registered office for Drama Queensland.
As Drama Queensland does not reside in an office space and is run out of the Business
Manager’s home, resources and archives are stored in a shared storage box with Drama
Australia in Milton, Brisbane. Both organisations share the costs associated with both storage
and insurance. In this partnership Drama Queensland pays the initial invoice supplied by
Kennards Milton and then invoices Drama Australia for their ½ share.
FINANCIAL REPORT

The 2019/2020 audit has been completed by Anderson, Munro and Wyllie Chartered
Accountants under the guidance of Auditor, Brian Tucker. The auditors were satisfied that
the financial report accurately reflects the financial position of the association.
In the 2019/2020 financial year Drama Queensland reports a profit from ordinary activities
of $69,414.62.
This profit was not planned in the working budget presented at the 2019 AGM, with a loss
anticipated. This profit can be attributed to:




The collection of conference registrations for the National Conference 2020Vision at
$75,690.27, however, with the postponement of this event due to Covid-19 the
anticipated expenditure for this conference has yet to be paid.
Higher membership subscriptions due to conference access and the new Senior
Syllabus.

Retained Profits at the end of the 2019/2020 financial year were $140,541.80 which places
Drama Queensland in a very positive financial position as of September 30 2020.
Cash at bank at the end of the financial year was $136,373.07 with $5,917.69 in trade and
other assets.
The Trade Debtor amount presented in 2020 is substantially less than the amount presented
in the previous financial year. All Trade Debtors will be contacted to recoup outstanding
income. As per the Auditor’s recommendations the association will run a report monthly to
check this amount in the 2020/2021 financial period.

INCOME
The total income for 2019/2020 was $142,491.69.
Key income streams for 2019/2020:
 Our planned National Conference 2020: Vision was our main income stream with
$75,690.27 coming in from delegate registrations.
 Our membership fees also make up a large portion of our income with an increase
from the 2018/2019 financial year of $27,109.79 up to $38,983.94 in the 2019/2020
financial year.
EXPENDITURE
Total Expenditure in 2019/2020 was $73,076.98
Key expenditure items for 2019/2020:
 Administration costs (including Business Manager wages) was $21,635.60 (slightly
lower than previous years due to not working on the National Conference).
 We paid a $5000 deposit to Web3 to develop a new website for the association.
Unfortunately, due to changes in personnel and then understanding and changes to
the initial agreed project the association parted ways from working with this
company.

RESOURCES
AURELIAN, OUTSIDE THE SQUARE, THE PINK TWINS, BOY GIRL WALL, XLD 3 and SONIC LOOM
2020 Stocktake:
0 boy girl wall
11 Aurelian
0 Outside the Square
0 Pink Twins playtext
122 XLD
In the 2019/2020 financial year Drama Queensland continued to see a decline in all
resource sales with an income of $763.48 being reported. This decline in sales can be
attributed to us not having stock available and the change in the Senior Syllabus.
After the 2019/2020 financial year finished Drama Queensland paid the full remaining
profit amount from sales of boy girl wall to the creatives. This amount had been budgeted
for in instalments to go out in past working budgets, however, a finalised invoice with the
partners took time to be discussed and submitted. The outgoing amount for this payment
will be seen in the 2020/2021 statement of accounts.
DRAMATIC ENCOUNTERS

In 2020 Drama Queensland produced a book as part of a special project called Dramatic
Encounters. Due to Covid-19 and the postponement of the National Conference where
the book was to be launched, sales have been steady for this publication.
MEMBERSHIP

During the 2019/2020 financial year 340 memberships were purchased through Drama
Queensland. As Drama Queensland does not run their membership for a calendar year it
means that membership numbers fluctuate. Drama Queensland reported to Drama
Australia a membership figure of 286 which was taken on the census date of June 30, 2020.
CATEGORY
Corporate
School Individual
Professional/NJ *
Individual
International
Individual
Professional
Individual/NJ
Concession
Professional
Concession/NJ
Complimentary
Life Members
TOTAL

2020
33

2019
46

2018
27

2017
56

2016
50

2015
56

2014
59

2013
66

2012
61

2011
79

28
(84)
95
1

26
(78)
40
1

29
(87)
58
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

207
3

154
1

154
1

150
1

175
3

131
1

130
-

69

72

65

-

-

-

27

31

35

46

26
14

27
5

29
3

22
-

19
-

22
-

32
-

31
-

30
1

40
3

6
12
340

1
12
282

8
12
289

8
11
307

8
10
242

17
10
260

17
10
295

17
9
332

17
9
285

17
7
322

*Three Individual Members included in this package (need to change total to reflect this).
Drama Queensland sold 111 subscriptions to NJ for the 2020 subscription period. This
increase in subscribers can be attributed to the decrease in NJ costings and our Professional
Teacher and School packages that incorporate this subscription. More sales have come in
for the 2021 subscription period throughout the year.
MEMBERSHIP FEES
The membership fees in 2019/2020 were as follows:
CATEGORY
Individual members
Professional
Individual
Corporate
members
School Professional
Individual
Student/Concession

2020
$100
$144.00

2019
$100
$144.00

2018
$100
$144.00

2017
$87.50
-

2016
$87.50
-

2015
$87.50
-

2014
$87.50
-

2013
$87.50
-

2012
$87.50
-

$325.00

$325.00

$325.00

$275.00

$275.00

$275.00

$302.00

$302.00

$302.00

$344.00

$344.00

$344.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

$70.00

$70.00

$70.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

Professional
Concession
NJ Subscription

$114.00

$114.00

$114.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

$44.00

$44.00

$44.00

$148.50

$148.50

$148.50

$49.50

$49.50

$49.50

As Drama Queensland is registered for GST, membership fees continue to include 10% GST.
ADVERTISING
INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS
Drama Queensland continues to manage Industry Partnerships with Theatre and Performing
Arts Companies and Venues, Educational Institutions, Service Providers and other
organisations, under the Business Manager’s portfolio. These valuable and mutually
supportive relationships contribute to the organisation in different ways, such as income
revenue for the association through advertising packages, in-kind and associated
opportunities for Drama Queensland through decreased expenditure for specific items,
such as presenter fees and venue hire.
Due to Covid-19 Drama Queensland liaised with our Industry Partners and it was identified
that many were not in a position to run their business as per usual with many facing limited
to no income streams coming in. With this in mind Drama Queensland made the offer to
continue working in partnership with these companies for free until the end of 2020, unless
they felt they could or would like to contribute.
In 2019/2020, Drama Queensland’s industry partners included:
Gold Partner: Queensland Theatre

Conference Gold Partners: QUT and La Boite Theatre Company
Silver Partner: Shock Therapy








Macrosphere
Behind the Scenes
Homunculus Theatre Company
Behind the Scenes
Playlab
shake & stir
Digital Theatre +



QUT-Gardens Point







HOTA
Brisbane Powerhouse (in-kind for venue support)
USQ Artworx
Flipside Circus
APAC

A number of other arts organisations and service providers purchased short term and/or
one-off advertising through our online publications, trade displays at the State Conference
and inserts in mail outs and/or conference satchels.
We thank all of our Industry Partners for their continued support of our members and the
association.
I would like to propose that my Business Manager’s report for 2019/2020 is accepted.

PORTFOLIO Membership: Regional
NAME/S Sam Neill
Portfolio Project/Activity Highlights 2019/2020







2020 has been an interesting year! It is a privilege to be able to continue to help and support regional
teachers as best I can.
It is not easy to be a long distance member of such a wonderful committee and I want to thank Drama
Queensland for recognizing this, always positively encouraging and supporting me and being a strong
team to work with.
I have engaged in networking meet and greets with the Mackay SATE cluster group, QCAA PDs, as well
as Endorsement and Confirmation meetings which have provided great networking opportunities to
update the regional contact lists, including using contacts to initiate and plan PD for our region with
colleagues in the local Mackay district area and promoting networking to regional groups through
continuous contact with the email groups.
Difficulty still surrounds maintaining broad regional contact and receiving responses to emails sent out
on the regional emailing list. Unfortunately, the regional mentor contact list has not maintained its
desired effect to connect members with other members closer to their regions who can communicate
with individual teachers on general guidance, support, resources and curriculum. Investigating this








more thoroughly proved that most teachers are already doing this in their areas and are open to
sharing contacts for others who may feel alone in their areas/schools and want to connect with others.
As Regional Rep, I successfully attended Drama Queensland Committee meetings and intended to
attend and present at the 2020 State Conference. I was fortunate enough to attend a Queensland
Theatre opening night event as a representative of DQ pre-COVID.
Regional Rep’s involvement in the Regional Grant continues to strengthen our connections with
regional committee members. As a point for reviewing applications, answering questions and collating
travel and accommodation documents for Alaana Sheppard. We were able to split our Regional Grant
between three successful applicants: Amanda O’Donnell, Amiee Dolman and Emilia Watson. I am very
excited to work with you all at 2020 VISION in 2021.
Unfortunately, Regional Round Up PD didn’t happen this year. Members have expressed their desire
for its return so hopefully we can organize an awesome opportunity for our regional members. This
only reiterates how vital and important professional development and ‘Regional Round Up’ is to our
regional locations.
Regional members were well represented in DQ publications this year with an array of resources, past
productions and testimonials of working regional, really providing a great voice for regional
Queensland members.

Planning and Forthcoming Portfolio Project/Activities for 2020/2021









Direct communication with regional schools to introduce Drama Queensland, promote membership
and the regional email group
Discuss possible re-structure of membership and how to better identify regional/rural members when
applying for membership. Continue discussions with Business Manager.
Continued consultation with our North QLD members to promote drama in the North- Cairns and Mt
Isa regions.
Preparing for the National Conference hosted by Drama Queensland: 2020 Vision and assisting with the
organization of the Regional Grant Details.
Proposing for 2021 Regional Round Up to be considered. There are a few ideas in the works that will
hopefully see more regional locations experience PD opportunities.
Consult with Tree of Care and Business Manager to ensure that regional members are updated and
have access to all resources and forums.
Continue to promote and focus on networking within regions.

Recommendations for in-coming committee







Continual feedback, communication and support to Regional Rep.
To maintain important connections with committee meetings
Maintain a working contact list and key contacts for different regions.
Make PD a priority, even if to advertise what is available for teachers who may not be aware. Regional
Round Up will be a great project.
Continue to split the ‘Regional Grant’ between several applicants to allow more than one regional
member to attend the Drama Queensland Annual State Conference.

I move that my report be accepted.
PORTFOLIO National Liaison
NAME/S Stephanie Tudor

Portfolio Project/Activity Highlights 2019/2020
As the ‘Drama Australia National Liaison Officer’ I have worked alongside Dana to represent Drama Queensland
in Drama Australia meetings, publications and new initiatives. This has involved reporting back on the fantastic
work the committee and Drama Queensland members have undertaken throughout the year.
I attended all Zoom quarterly meetings, submitting a report of DQ’s activities and news from that time. I
forwarded important notices, and sent out communiques on behalf of Drama Australia and did so in a timely
manner. I have also helped to promote new initiatives from Drama Australia, worked with DALOs from the
other states to create Drama Australia policy documents and sought articles from our members for ADEM.
Advocacy has continued to be a priority for Drama Queensland and Drama Australia. This has involved the
promotion of the work that Drama Queensland has been doing as well as supporting Australia Council for The
Arts, industry partners and the work the Drama Queensland members across the state undertake.
With the postponement on the National Conference work with this has been ongoing.
Planning and Forthcoming Portfolio Project/Activities for 2020/2021


Continued correspondence with Drama Australia re: National Conference 2020 Vision planning – seek
support and guidance where needed.

Recommendations for in-coming committee
 Ensure you read all communication from Drama Australia in a timely manner – pass on all information
from the communiques and other important emails to DQ members.
 Maintain regular communication with president re Drama Australia matters – combined reports,
attendance at zoom meetings, etc.
 Liaise with Drama Australia and the PD team regarding preparations for the state conference.
I move that my report be accepted.
PORTFOLIO Website and Archives
NAME/S Matthew Kopelke
Portfolio Project / Activity Highlights 2019/2020




2020 was a massive year for the DQ web site. The early months of the year saw the discussion and then
subsequent cancellation of the Web3 contract to develop a brand-new web site for launch around the time
of the original dates for 2020 VISION. This contract cancellation was undertaken because the Committee
decided the skills for what was required were in-house.
Between February and April of 2020, a massive number of upgrades, patches, and security fixes were
applied to the web site. Some of these had not been implemented since 2014, when the current site was
originally launched. This included the implementation of an off-site daily backup routine, to ensure that the
DQ site could easily be restored in the event of a major problem emerging. Lastly, many of the update
processes were automated this year, to ensure going forward there is no need for manual updating of
security patches and features.



The Resources section of the web site underwent a major expansion, with content from the last 3 State
Conferences being made available once more, and this time in a much more easily accessed format. The
Resources section was also expanded to include 2020 EA content.
 During the COVID-19 Term 2 “learn from home” period, the web site launched a brand new section – “DQ
Curates” – which brought together a large number of links and resources to assist DQ members in
preparing fun and engaging lessons for their classes over the Internet.
 In the second half of the year, the DQ web site launched the “DQ Chats” podcast with fortnightly releases,
as well as the implementation of an online discussion forum. This latter project was a mammoth amount of
work (approx. 50 hours to research and implement).
 The DQ web site hosted the first ever online Professional Development opportunity for DQ members in
August, with Skype for Business used as the delivery means. The feedback from members, in particular
regional members, was overwhelmingly positive.
 Thank you to both Dana Holden and Alaana Shepherd for their ongoing support and work in assisting
throughout the year in bringing the DQ web site up to speed.
Planning and Forthcoming Portfolio Project / Activities for 2020/2021
 Finalise the new design for the web site and apply the chosen template to the web site
Recommendations for in-coming committee







Decide what to do about DQ Chats, whether it lives within the Website & Archives portfolio, or becomes a
dedicated position under one of the Vice Presidents. If made a dedicated position, decide what form that
role takes, whether it is a coordination role, or a combined coordination/technical producer role.
Review the content of the Archives Project, finalising what content is still left to be uploaded and made
available, and in what form.
Look at ways in which to make the DQ web site more interactive and a destination for Drama teachers,
rather than a static repository of documents and files. This is particularly important for the 2020 VISION
National Conference in 2021.
Work with Life Members to get that section of the new web site structure up and running. At present that
is the only major aspect of the requested new site currently missing.

I move that my report be accepted.

PORTFOLIO VP Professional Development
NAME/S Emma Funnell
Portfolio Project/Activity Highlights 2019/2020
2020 has been a difficult year for many, requiring educators to re-think, pivot and change their practice. Our
very practical subject found itself been adapted to the digital classroom. Despite these challenges, Drama
Queensland has sought to provide professional development for teachers during this time.
2020 VISION – National Conference
The PD conference team had been working solidly since 2019 and early into 2020 to ensure we were ready for
2020 VISION in the April school holidays. We had a fantastic range of keynotes, workshop facilitators and paper
presentations – all about exploring what our shared vision was for the future of Drama education. We had

presenters and delegates coming from all over Australia, including several international guests! We even had all
the merchandise ready for delegates and were in the stages of putting together the production schedule!
Sadly, due to the impacts of Covid-19, the national conference committee in March made the difficult decision
to postpone the conference. Shortly after this decision the nation was put under significant lockdown
restrictions.
Delegates and presenters were provided with the opportunity to have their registration transfer to 2021 or
receive a refund. Our venues, La Boite and QUT were able to move our booking to 2021 and those that had
booked accommodation have been able to transfer it to 2021 (thank you to Katrina Torenbeek for facilitating
this).
Currently, the program is being revised in-light of the Covid-world we now are in and the 50% capacity that we
are required to adhere to, will provide digital offerings to allow maximum access to the conference. This will
allow us to have delegates who for many reasons are not able to travel to Queensland access and be part of the
national conference. Our digital registration will include the live streaming of keynote presentations and
workshops as well as access (for a limited time) to a comprehensive digital library of workshops and resources.
These changes have required us to revise the original 2020 budget.
Certainly, the ideas behind the 2020 VISION theme still resonate, Covid-19 has had a significant impact on the
arts community and now more than ever we need to come together with a shared vision and advocacy for the
importance of the arts in curriculum. What is our shared vision moving forward? The below blurb from 2020
VISION is still very relevant, with a few minor changes.
As we find ourselves in 2021, the question must be asked – what is our vision as drama educators? Who or what
will be the drivers of change? How has Covid-19 shaped the way we educate? It is important that there is clarity
within our shared vision and that we continue to advocate for both our subject and ourselves. It is necessary to
look back retrospectively and use the wisdom and insight of the drama ‘greats’ who have gone before us to
position the arts well into the future. Our focus must be on providing quality arts opportunities for our students
and to remind school leadership teams about the power of the arts in encouraging young people to be bold, to
take risks, to develop empathy and to be critical and creative thinkers. Creating this vision ensures that we
continue to provoke, innovate and lead educational reform.
Accessing Senior Drama Assessment 2020
Despite the challenges of Covid-19 and the postponement of the national conference, it was important for us
to still offer some form of professional development opportunity for our members. This was particularly
important as this was the first year of external assessment.
Drama Queensland partnered with the QCAA to present a professional development session targeted at senior
Drama teachers. This session was free to any DQ member and had the option of attending in person or
watching the live stream. QCAA facilitated the first session, focusing on key learnings from Confirmation and
helping teachers understand the ISMGs. This was followed by 2-round table discussions of the external exam
texts. Members who were not able to be there in person were also able to participate in this discussion – huge
thank you to Matthew Kopelke and Canterbury College for facilitating this. This was a great opportunity to
further interrogate the text, discuss themes, conventions and different approaches to teaching and learning as
well as share resources and sample questions.

We have received really positive feedback from this offering, it allowed teachers to ask questions, share their
learnings and move into external assessment with greater clarity and confidence.
Planning and Forthcoming Portfolio Project/Activities for 2020/2021
National Conference – 2020 VISION in 2021






Advertise the revised 2021 program and open registrations (particularly for the digital stream as that is
all that will be on offer at this stage)
Catering – Covid safe options
Organisation of live streaming and digital library offerings
Continue revising the budget
Considerations for industry partners/trade displays

Recommendations for in-coming committee









Maintain strong communication with PD team, president, conference manager and Drama Australia to
ensure a smooth 2020 national conference (in 2021)
Maintain a PD opportunity that can be delivered via zoom to ensure regional members have access –
this proved to be a great positive of the year, being able to connect with more members
Use PD opportunities as a means of gaining more DQ memberships
Partnering with the QCAA for another session would be advised – teachers post the first release of
ATAR results will want to continue developing their practice and address any concerns they may have
moving forward from 2020. Plus, the opportunity to co-present will allow more Drama teachers to
receive the same messaging.
PD on conventions for the 4 different units is a suggestion for the incoming VP to look further into. This
is based on feedback from teachers who have been part of the confirmation process. This could be
through a podcast series of episodes, conventions definitions or workshops – whatever people feel
comfortable with. Getting the message out about conventions is important though.
Explore the return of Nuts and Bolts (within Covid-safe guidelines) – skills-based PD is always welcomed
– particularly after a year of zoom only communication.

This is my last PD AGM report that I will write as VP, and I would like to take the opportunity to express my
heartfelt thanks to the Drama Queensland community. It has been an absolute joy and honour to have steered
the professional development arm of Drama Queensland over the past 3 years. I have been blessed to have
worked with an incredible team – huge thanks must go to the many wonderful people I have called my
colleagues over the past few years. A huge thank you to the wonderful Katrina Torenbeek, our conference
manager who has made working on the conference each year a sheer delight. You are always cool, calm and
collected – calm on the surface, madly paddling beneath the water.
To the executive – Dana, Steff, Sarah and Scott. I have loved working with you all. Your passion for the arts and
young people has always been the driving force of this team. You are not only incredible colleagues, but great
friends.
To the Drama Queensland committee – you are honestly superheroes! Future students of Drama are in safe
hands knowing the calibre of teachers on this committee. You give so generously of your time, your resources,
and your knowledge. I look forward to seeing what the committee does next.

Thanks,
Emma
I move that my report may be accepted.
PORTFOLIO Professional Development Officers
NAME/S Laura Bonner & Matthew Kopelke
Portfolio Project / Activity Highlights 2020


Work was undertaken in the first 3 months of the year to assist in the preparation of the 2020 VISION
National Conference. This included a major focus on organising what was planned as the Friday evening
social event, as well as liaising with our Industry Partners to organise the major raffle prizes for the National
Conference. Sadly, COVID-19 meant all that work went on hold for the remainder of the year.
 In the second half of the year, we had the opportunity to present the first virtual DQ Professional
Development session for DQ members, doing a deep dive on the then upcoming External Assessment item
for Drama. With both online and in-person members present, the sessions were a success, with regional
members appreciating the opportunity to engage live.
Planning and Forthcoming Portfolio Project / Activities for 2020
 N/A
Recommendations for in-coming committee



Continue to support the Vice President for Professional Development in planning for the rescheduled 2020
VISION National Conference.
Investigate other possible in-person/online PD opportunities that can be presented during 2021.

We move that our report be accepted.

PORTFOLIO Primary Drama
NAME/S Joan Cassidy
Portfolio Project/Activity Highlights 2019/2020
The primary portfolio has been supported this year by co-op member Jennifer Boyne. Thank you to Jennifer for
all your dedicate work assisting in this portfolio in 2020. As such, this report has been compiled by Joan Cassidy
and Jennifer Boyne. The actions have been reported in two sections: Book Project (Joan Cassidy) and Primary
Drama across two semesters.
February – June 2020: Book Project
Book project
Dramatic Encounters: Artistry, Community and Scholarship in Drama Teaching
I feel very privileged to be part of the dedicated production team who contributed to Drama Queensland’s first
book: Dramatic encounters: Artistry, Community and Scholarship in Drama Teaching, recently published in May
2020.

This unique book focuses on innovative drama practice, written by Drama teachers and academics “in
partnership, sharing stories of incredible collaborations across Queensland schools”.
Congratulations to editor Madonna Stinson who conceived the idea of writing the book and to Dana Holden
and Alaana Shepherd for supporting the publication. Thank you to the Drama Queensland Executive and
Committee members for supporting this Special Project and for the creative input of its designers, printers,
publishers and Life Members.
Dramatic encounters (e-Book) is now available for purchase by members on the new Drama Queensland
website under “Shop”. A precis of the contents of the chapters will entice you to purchase this exceptional
book for the cost of $35.50. You can also watch the promotional video of Dramatic Encounters presented by
Madonna and Dana and posted on Facebook last May.
Primary Drama
July – November 2020
Actions:
February to May
 Griffith University: Sessional tutor and marker for Arts Education 2: Drama, Visual Art, Media, Music
and Dance.
 Switched to online learning with Professional Development: Anywhere, Anytime
June
 Researched previous initiatives for professional development such as workshops and questionnaires
(Embrace 18); surveys to gather responses to staff, curriculum, timetables, extra curriculum, incursions,
excursions and promotion.
July
 Planned and implemented online workshops for Primary Drama in terms one and four.
September
 posted 2020 Primary drama survey on message box
 surveyed current DQ Primary Drama Network teachers to create suitable topics for workshops, such as
sharing units of work, assessment and rubrics.
November
 Results of the survey: seven teachers responded to the survey (One HOC; six specialist Arts/Drama
teachers)
 Network meeting – Wednesday 11/11/20 to share units of work and assessment practices from a range
of resources
 Primary resources from Drama Queensland website
 New Drama Queensland resources such as Dramatic Encounters edited by Madonna Stinson
 Publications by Drama Queensland members such as, Pretending to Learn (new edition) by John
O’Toole and Julie Dunn
 Curriculum material – C2C (version 8) Guide to making judgments; Learning Place; QCAA workshops
and resources for years P to 6 on website.
Planning and Forthcoming Portfolio Project/Activities for 2020/2021
 We look forward to a face to a face launch and celebration at the 2021 Drama Queensland/Drama
Australia Conference: Vision.
 Continue to address the needs of Primary Drama through online and face to face meetings and
workshops each term: two online meetings; two conference workshops
 Plan Professional Development workshops for Vision and Nuts and Bolts in 2021 to support Primary
Drama teachers
 Encourage Primary Drama teachers to sign up for Primary Drama Workshops at available conferences.

Recommendations for in-coming committee
 Look at running PD events both online and in person to support the Primary Drama community.
 Primary Drama teachers have communicated that a workshop (either online or in-person) once per
term should be made available.
 Continue to build Primary Drama network and community through advocacy and support.
I move that my report be accepted.

PORTFOLIO Vice President Communications
NAME/S Scott Andrews
Portfolio Project/Activity Highlights 2019/2020
2020 has seen a new senior curriculum, a cancelled national conference, limited live theatre, few PD
opportunities and a period of learning from home/online learning. It has been an extremely difficult year for
our Industry Partners and also for our members to offer their time and resources to contribute to our
publications. Throughout this all, the DQ’s suite of communications has continued to offer high quality and
informative materials for our members. This is due to the tireless efforts from the communication team
through the support of the committee and the wider DQ community.
DQ News has been a useful and visually pleasing publication which offers our IPs the valuable opportunity to
advertise to our members. Matthew Kopelke, with the assistance of Katrina Holmes, have been highly efficient
with its production throughout the year.
Musesheet has continued to offer an excellent variety of teacher centred material with direct curriculum links
to the classroom. Editors Sam Neill and Tavia Seymour have worked highly effectively together to ensure the
publication remains relevant to our members.
The DQ Journal, under the theme of Celebrate, featured a variety of worthy academic articles featuring
members from our community. The work of Laura Bonner and Gabrielle Castle needs to be commended in
getting this publication together and retaining the high quality we are all use to.
Social media (Facebook and Instagram) and the DQ Website continues to be one of the organisation’s main and
most valued means of wide communication. Matthew Kopelke needs to be acknowledged for the exceptional
work he has done on the DQ website.
Kim Rann & Katrina Hasthorpe were invaluable this year as support on the publications through proofreading.
Both were highly efficient and exceeded expectations.
In a year where Covid-19 separated us, DQ communications has ensured that the DQ community has felt
together. Thanks to the entire team for their continual commitment and work throughout the year. It’s been a
pleasure to work with you all.

Planning and Forthcoming Portfolio Project/Activities for 2020/2021
 Finalise the December publication of Musesheet.
 Continue to update social media.

 Pack and send the journal.
Recommendations for in-coming committee
 Brief communication committee members at the beginning of the year to ensure there is an
understanding of each portfolio. Facilitate a handover of the portfolios.
 Continue to distribute a publication timeline at the beginning of the year. Send email reminders
throughout the year to portfolio committee members to ensure publications meet their deadlines.
Email continues to be the best form of non-immediate communication and facebook messenger for
more urgent needs.
 Continue to build relationships with our Industry Partners through offering and supporting ways for
their ‘products’ to reach our members. Continue to ultise Alaana as the main point of contact for IPs.
Consider different ways in which we can support our Industry Partners through DQ communications.
Perhaps a stronger focus needs to be on the Facebook page as this platform attracts the most traffic.
 Continue to use MailChimp and JooMag for publications.
 Continue to use Rachel from Lead Based Ink for the journal design.
 Foster a stronger presence on social media – particularly Facebook. Find new ways to engage our
members on Facebook and ways to generate membership numbers.
 Create a member only facebook group where members can post questions and share resources.
Develop a social media policy which aligns with the organisation. Assign committee members to
manage the coming and going of members.
 Consider consolidating communication platforms. Is it necessary, sustainable and effective to have a
Website, Facebook, Podcast, Instagram, e-group, Musesheet, DQ News, and The Journal?
 Develop the website further as a high-quality resource database for members. Source and develop the
curriculum resources on the website. Feed presenter materials into the website. Consider different
ways in which the website can serve the membership base. Develop a section on the website for
advocacy.
 Continue the work started in 2020 on a definition lists for the conventions listed within the syllabus.
I move that my report be accepted.
PORTFOLIO JOURNAL
NAME/S Gabrielle Lee/ Laura Bonner
Portfolio Project/Activity Highlights 2019/2020
This year saw the publication of the 43rd volume of the Drama Queensland Journal ‘Celebrate’.
As eductors we have faced many challenges and shifts this year, with this in mind we aimed to provided a
publication with a variety of articles that members and drama educators could draw upon to reflect on their
own practice while reinforcing and strengthening the role of drama within our communities.
This journal edition featured the following articles:
 Alison Easton and Dr Sharon Hogan’s article ‘Fusion 2019: Artist in Residence Programme Gympie:
a case study’ celebrates the devising process and the power of storytelling within a community.
 Dr Margi Brown Ash’s interview ‘Nurturing the Artists’ celebrates our role as educators, mentors and
artists within the classroom.
 Robin Pascose’s article ‘A conversation with Time: Becoming a Drama Teacher’ reflections on his
journey as a drama educator.



Valerie Harrold’s article ‘Country Insight’ celebrates the use of Drama as a pedagogy and way to
deepen our understanding of First Nations everyday practices.

We continued our relationship with the graphic designer Rachel Rolfe. Rachel was flexible to work with, she
provided us with creative designs and allowed us to make final corrections in the final stages of the publication.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank Marty Watson for her commitment and work on the Journal
Portfolio over the past couple of years. Marty stepped down from her position earlier in the year and Laura
Bonner assisted with the portfolio work. Laura is to be thanked for stepping into the portfolio late in the year,
her excellent administration assisted with ensuring we had articles submitted.
Timelines were not met this year as a result of a delay in obtaining suitable articles for the journal. Our
supportive communications leader Scott Andrews liaised with key member of the committee to finalise the
journal which was completed in November 2020. We want to thank Scott for his support
Planning and Forthcoming Portfolio Project/Activities for 2020/2021
 The next project for the Journal Portfolio will be the 2021 Journal
 Drama Queensland hosts Drama Australia National Conference in 2021, and once presenters are known,
approach them for possible contributions
 To identify and contact academics, industry people and arts/drama teachers early for contributions to the
journal
 Explore other academic contributors outside of the Drama Queensland conference keynote presenters
Recommendations for in-coming committee
 Review the vision and nature of the Journal with the committee to sure we can continue to obtain
academic articles, this has been a growing struggle over the past couple of years. It may be time to look
for different opportunities.
 Approach keynote speakers as soon as they are known with an introductory email, expressing the
technical requirements for copy and images for the possible conclusion.
 Incorporate both academic articles and a variety of shorter contributions from curriculum officers
and/or teachers who have embraced the theme/s.
 Continue to use Rachel Rolfe as she is cost-effective and very responsive to our requests for revisions
and gives plenty of options for cover art.
We move that our report be accepted.

PORTFOLIO MUSESHEET
NAME/S Tavia Seymour/Sam Neill
Portfolio Project/Activity Highlights 2019/2020
This is our first year on this portfolio and throughout this year Musesheet has continued to develop and evolve.
Learning how to create Musesheet has been a steep learning curve - and one done during a pandemic! However,
several YouTube tutorials, lots of re-reading of Scott’s tips, and many emails to our super supportive Head of
Communications later, we somehow released our first edition. That was a highlight! It was challenging
discovering the technical trickeries of JooMag, as well as the processes of creating and online magazine:
sourcing, group-emailing, panicking, sending for proofreading, layout planning, fiddling with JooMag, panicking,

liasing for ads, fiddling with setting out in JooMag, panicking, getting the final bits in, doing a final read, sending
the ‘okay, it’s done’ email and, finally, sighing with relief when Scott releases it to our members.
As COVID caused the cancellation of the national conference, where we had planned to connect with potential
article writers, it has proved consistently challenging to source material for articles in bulk and a timely fashionwhich has been exacerbated by how worn down teachers have been by this unusually stressful year.
Nevertheless, we have persevered and made some great connections at the External Examination PD – one of
this year’s highlights. As a result we have been able to feature:
 up and coming, regional and experienced teachers from a range of school contexts to help them share
their wealth of knowledge with our big, beautiful state;
 articles and content that have explored much subject matter such as:
o Absurd Theatre and conventions;
o Verbatim Theatre and conventions;
o Primary partnerships encompassing curriculum and extracurricular endeavours;
o Senior Exam information, from how to effectively respond in a practical way to ensuring our
teachers really understand the conventions.
The biggest blessing of doing Musesheet is the privilege of being the first to read these articles and be
professionally developed by the amazing teachers in our state.
Highlights:
 getting to know our IP’s by providing opportunity for them to contribute content and editorials for
Musesheet.
 working as a strong partnership to create these editions for our Drama community.
 the opportunity to highlight the wonderful work occurring in schools across QLD through DQ members’
submissions.
 building on resources to ensure that it features something for all members including primary, middle and
secondary teachers.
Issues:
 industry partners continued to submit advertisements with incorrect formatting and well past the due
date, causing issues with advertisement creation for Musesheet team.
 Trying to secure content for the issues is becoming quite difficult
Thank you to Scott, Dana and Alaana for all your help – especially for the learning gathered by Scott and Laura
from their experience in this role – and to every teacher who contributed. We have really appreciated the
opportunity to contribute to Drama Queensland through the publication of Musesheet throughout 2020.
Planning and Forthcoming Portfolio Project/Activities for 2020/2021
 Finalise last edition of Musesheet for 2020.
 Brief the 2021 Musesheet editors.
Recommendations for in-coming committee
 Revaluate the purpose for Musesheet in relation to the balance between industry partner’s content and
regular content. The level of IP content vs member content fluctuates and this is a problem each issue.
Suggestion to manage this is to consider the organisation of IP content and allocate certain issues
throughout the year that article contributions can be highlighted.









DQ committee members to feed content into the publication as part of their position descriptions. This could
include suggesting that all committee members assist the Musesheet team in securing quality content and
assisting the editors by providing quality contacts within the community.
To continue to use JooMag for the publication.
To continue to build relationships with primary school teachers to ensure that each edition has content that
caters for primary school aged students.
To continue to build relationships with our Industry Partners and Drama Queensland.
To plan the 4 editions content at the start of the year and assign pre-determined sections to other
committee members and DQ members to make it easier to generate content.
To continue to seek out Drama Queensland members to contribute curriculum content to Musesheet.

We move that our report be accepted.

PORTFOLIO E-Communications
NAME/S Matthew Kopelke & Katrina Holmes
Portfolio Project / Activity Highlights 2019/2020


This year there were two committee members assigned to work on DQ News, with one of us able to focus
on content and the other on editing and proof-reading. This also assisted in ensuring a smoother
publication schedule was achieved. It was Katrina Holmes’s first year on DQ News.
 Mailchimp continued to be the backbone of the editing and publication process for E-News, although the
system does have severe limitations that make design processes more arduous than they necessarily need
to be.
 DQ News went through a visual redesign this year, bringing the look of DQ News in line with the 2020
Conference Graphic Design.
 DQ News provided teachers with Industry Partner Ads during the work from home COVID period.
 Most Industry Partners were consistent in submitting their required images and copy by the specified due
date, although some either needed to be reminded after the deadline had passed or required us to create
an ad to make for any non-submissions. While this meant we had an ad from each IP in every issue, it did
impact on the time required to compile the issue, and occasionally delayed the publication date.
 Thank you to both Scott Andrews and Alaana Shepherd for their ongoing support and work in assisting with
each issue of DQ News.
Planning and Forthcoming Portfolio Project / Activities for 2020/2021
 Prepare and publish the final edition of DQ News for 2020
 Continue DQ news as a quality resource for DQ members.
Recommendations for in-coming committee



Investigate possible alternatives to Mailchimp that offer a more flexible design process
Recommend to Industry Partners that when advertising upcoming shows and workshops, they choose
items which are 2-3 months later than the publication date. This will ensure an advertising timeline exists
that better reflects the reality of the education system, whereby it can take several weeks for schools to
seek excursion/incursion approval and make the requisite bookings.

We move that our report be accepted.

